
Strategic Planning Committee 
Meeting Notes 
February 7, 2022 
 
In Attendance:  Pr. Chris, Steve Frei, Chair, Stephanie Barth, Jen Holmer, Tom Golden, Sara McCormack, 
Sarah Iverson, Brenda Wilcox and Kristin Wiersma from the Joshua Group.  Unable to attend were Alan 
Halverson, Angie Rieger and David Vogt. 
 
The meeting opened at 6:30 pm. in Zoom by chair, Steve Frei.  Steve shared a devotion prepared by 
David Vogt based on Nehemiah 2: 11.  Nehemiah accepted the huge challenge of rebuilding the walls of 
Jerusalem.  Fifty-two days later, he delivered on his commitment.  The lesson for all of us working on 
Good Shepherd’s strategic plan is to prepare well, pray hard and go for it. 
 
Sara M. made a motion that was seconded by Tom to approve the minutes from the January 24th 
meeting.  The motion passed unanimously. 
 
Steve asked Stephanie to lead the devotion for our next meeting on February 28th.  This will also be a 
Zoom meeting. 
 
Steve updated the Committee on the objectives for the February 7th meeting.  After further discussion 
with many Committee members, the recommendation is to have the Committee prioritize the six 
strategic objectives and outline an implementation plan prior to submitting the strategic plan to the 
Board.  The timeline for doing this is outlined below.  In addition, this meeting will be used to continue 
to develop the strategic objectives, while also hearing from Ryan Panzer and Eric Holmer on how 
technology can impact the strategic areas. 
  
Next steps for the work of this Committee are as follows: 

• February 11th – a subset of the Committee members will meet to discuss the prioritization of the 
six strategic objectives.  In addition, the implementation process will be discussed. 

• February 14th – the draft of the strategic objective priorities and the implementation approach 
will be shared with the full Committee. 

• February 28th – the SPC will meet to continue to develop the plan and discuss prioritization and 
implementation activities. 

• March 9th – the draft plan, including implementation steps, will be shared with the Staff. 
• March 9th to 16th – the Staff will review the plan and provide feedback to the SPC 
• March 28th – draft is ready for Tom Golden to start his work. 
• April 11th – Tom shares his work with the full SPC. 
• April 18th – SPC meets to review the draft plan. 
• April 21st – SPC sends draft to the Executive Committee 
• April 25th – the plan is discussed with the Executive Committee 
• TBD – presentation of strategic plan to the full Board 

 
SPC members then shared their input to the following strategic elements.  In general, Tom suggested 
that our final plan may want to be built around our mission of Welcome, Forgive and Serve.  In addition, 
we should make sure that the plan highlights Good Shepherd’s role in the work of the broader Church. 
 



• Welcome – it was suggested that “visitors” be changed to “guests” in the plan.  It was also 
suggested that the plan address ways of welcoming that go beyond the worship service.  The 
group would also like to see the “Disney” experience defined so that all readers have a common 
understanding of what we are trying to achieve. 

• Worship – adapt the plan to incorporate some of our technology discussion.  Comments are 
noted below. 

• Spiritual Development – it was suggested that we highlight how we can be educated along side 
and with our neighbors. 

• Leadership Development – it was suggested that part of our plan highlight how our tools can be 
shared with other churches, as well as identifying how we can learn from other churches 

• External:  Community – it was suggested that part of our plan incorporate a definition of “basic 
needs.”  As part of this, the plan should outline where GS should focus (i.e., Holy COW, food 
pantry, clothes closet) and where we might want to partner with other organizations, including 
the ELCA synod. 

• Internal:  Membership – adapt the plan to incorporate some of our technology discussion.  
Commented are noted below. 

 
At this point, Ryan Panzer and Eric Holmer joined the meeting to talk about the impact of technology on 
churches.  Steve facilitated this Q&A with some of the highlights shared below.  As part of this, a recent 
New York Times article/opinion on why online services should be discontinued, as well as a rebuttal 
article, was shared with the Committee.  In addition, Eric Holmer included some additional information 
in a PowerPoint that was distributed to the Committee. 
 
Should on-line services end? 

• “Virtual” does not necessarily mean that we’re not physically together; on-line services will 
continue to evolve 

• The ELCA will need to provide guidance on sharing of sacraments on-line/virtually 
 
Assuming that GS continues with a hybrid worship format, what are your thoughts on the mix of 
participants post-pandemic? 

• Very hard to predict %’s relative to in-person vs. on-line worship 
• Believe that a hybrid format will need to continue long-term – some people will want to worship 

on-line whether by necessity or preference 
 
Relative to GS’s digital future, any input relative to our strategic initiative of welcome? 

• You can still “welcome” people in a virtual environment – the language used and eye contact is 
very important 

• A big challenge is “being known” when you’re on-line.  Difficult to know who is attending a 
service or other activity via Boxcast or YouTube or other digital formats.  Person has to reach out 
in some manner. 

 
Relative to GS’s digital future, any input relative to our strategic initiative of worship? 

• We need to think about worship as “people of God gathering around the Word.”  We may 
continue to evolve different ways to worship on-line.  For example, could we evolve to smaller 
groups using Zoom? 

• The average time a person is spending in on-line worship is 25 minutes 
• We need to think of ways to “invite” people into community regardless of worship format 



• On-line worship right now is more of a production; the challenge is how to connect – invite, 
welcome and share stories 

 
Relative to GS’s digital future, any input relative to our strategic initiative of spiritual 
development? 
• Many creative ways of using on-line tools for spiritual development.   
• On-line tools may fit better into a person’s lifestyle, i.e., no need to physically go to a location 

for an event or to meet at a certain time 
• Podcasts, new member on-line classes going into more depth, GS’s Lutheran 101 program 

 
Relative to GS’s digital future, any input relative to our strategic initiative of leadership 
development? 
• Barrier to bringing in diverse top-shelf talent has been lowered 
• Can still meet in community to discuss, while having leader presenting from a remote location 
• All platforms have strengths and weaknesses; we need to understand what we want to 

accomplish 
 

Relative to GS’s digital future, any input relative to our strategic initiative of external:  enhancing 
our community? 
• Technology can be viewed as a third site (in addition to Verona and Madison) or could be a 

bridge to connecting the two sites 
• Need to understand why you are using digital technology 

 
Relative to GS’s digital future, any input relative to our strategic initiative of internal:  
membership? 
• Our vision is to develop transformative relationships – how do we invite and engage? 
• At our best when we do it together 

 
Based on the additional input provided on our six strategic initiatives, edits should be made to the 
master document circulated by Steve on February 8th.  Changes should be made and noted and 
circulated by February 21st. 
 
Our next meeting is February 28th and will be a Zoom meeting.  The February 7th meeting closed with 
the Lord’s Prayer at 8:05 p.m. 
 


